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Excitation of Giant Modes and Decay of Hot Nuclei

\ . ;
Ph. Chomaz1 {

GANIL, B.P. 5027, F-14021 Caen Cedex, France

Abstract: In this article we discuss several phenomena which can affect the prop-

erties of the Giant Dipole Resonance built on excited states. We propose to study the

effect of the N over Z ratio in the entrance channel to test the hypothesis that the

saturation of the GDR strength is due to preequilibrium effects. We also discuss the

important role of the compression both for the calculation of the temperature and for

the other parameters of the Hot GDR.

I) Introduction: Hot Giant Dipole Resonance

One of the most surprising discoveries of the past decade is that hot compound

nuclei which were thought of as very chaotic systems [1] may exhibit regular collective

motions [3]. In particular, looking at the 7 decay spectrum one observes a bump at

high energy which is due to the excitation of the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) in the

compound nucleus. It was shown that this collective state is very "robust" and that it

remains nearly unaffected by the increase of excitation energy. It was even proposed

that the presence of collective states can be a signature of the existence of a compound

nucleus and that the disapearence of the GDR can be interpreted as a signal of the

liquid-gas phase transition in nuclei [4].

However, there is controversy concerning the behavior of the the GDR for temper-

ature around 5 MeV. Indeed it was first found by Gaardhoje et al that the GDR width

in Sn isotopes increases up to an excitation energy of 120 MeV, then saturates at a

'On leave from Division de Physique Theorique, Institut de Physique Nucleaiie, F-91406 Orsay

Cedex, Fiance.
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jf value around 10 MeV. They proposed that this property is related to the saturation

y of the transferred angular momentum [5]. This behavior is illustrated on Fig 1 where
* . .

f f- one can observe that the saturation of the spin of the rotating compound nucleus is
i closely followed by a saturation of the width of the GDR. It was concluded that the
) >-- t
\ main broadening of the GDR is due to the mixing of rotation-induced deformations.
;

(see also the contributions of F. Auger and J. Kasagi.)

At larger excitation energy (ET zs 600 MeV) the authors observed a saturation of

the 7-multiplicity which was interpreted as a lost of collectivity [6]. These results are

shown on fig. 2 where the photon spectra obtained for Ex = 320 MeV and Ex = 600

*"* MeV are shown to be approximately equivalent.

This problem has been recently reinvestigated at RIKEN looking at the 40Ar on

92Mo reaction at 21 and 26 MeV/nucleon [7]. The authors propose that a consistent

description of these experimental data can be obtained if one assumes that the width of

the GDR is rapidly increasing with temperature. They show that, taking into account

this variation of the width at each step of the decay process, statistical model calcula-
* I

I tions reproduce the 7-ray spectra at the different excitation energies (see Fig. 3) These

calculations reproduce also the experimental multiplicity (see fig 4). In particular, the

v̂ \ observed saturation of the 7-ray multiplicity is understood as a divergence of the GDR
\-s»

\ width. Indeed, in order to fit the data they have assumed that the GDR width follows
the phenomenological relation:

t °*
rCDfi « 4.8 + 0.035$, + 1.6 10~ 8^ (MeV) (1)

which gives TGDR * 20 MeV at Ex = 160 MeV and TGDR K 50 MeV at Ex = 220

MeV.

An alternative explanation has been recently proposed based on the possible ex-

istence of pre-equilibrium efiects in the 7-ray emission from a hot system [10]. This

subject will be discussed in the next section.

II) Preequilibrium 7-ray Emission from a Hot System

In order to investigate the pre-equilibrium effects on the GDR we will adopt a

description close to the one of ref [10] (see fig 5). We will assume that we have a GDR
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Figure 1:

From ref [5], Part a) 7-ray spectrum associated with the fusion processes in the reaction
40Ar + 70Ge at 10 MeV/micleon. The superimposed statistical-model calculation (solid
curve) uses an excitation energy of the GDR of about 16MeV and a Width of 13 MeV

constant all along the cascade of the decay of the 1205n compound nucleus The dotted line
is an estimate of the bremsstrahlung contribution and the dashed line is the sum of the two
previous component. Part b) Systematic of the width of the GDR in Sn isotopes and of the

maximum transferred angular momentum in the fusion processes used to produce the
Sn nuclei as a function of the excitation energy.
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Figure 2:

Prom ref [6], 7-ray spectrum associated with the fusion-like processes in the reaction
*°Ar + 70Ge at 15 and 24 MeV/nucleon. The superimposed statistical-model calculation

uses an excitation energy of the Sn isotopes of 320 MeV (thin curve) and 600 MeV (dashed
curve). The excitation energy of the GDR is about 15.5 MeV and its width 15 MeV.

The solid line is an estimate of the bremsstrahlung contribution and the dotted line is the

sum of this component with the Ex = 320 MeV statistical decay.
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Figure 3:

From ref [7], 7-ray spectrum associated with the fusion-like processes in the reaction
40AT + 90Mo at 21 and 26 MeV/nucleon. The results of statistical-model calculation are
superimposed on the data (solid line). The excitation energy of the GDR is supposed to

be the zero temperature one. During the cascade, the variation of the mass of the emitting
nucleus and of the width of the GDR are taken into account. The dotted line is an estimate

of the bremsstrahlung contribution.
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Figure 4:

From ref [7], part a) 7-ray multiplicity integrated between 12 and 20 MeV after substraction
of the estimated bremsstrahlung contribution. The results of statistical-model calculations
are superimposed on the data : solid line calculation including the variations of the GDR

parameters along the cascade (see fig 3 for more details); dashed line, results obtained
assuming a constant width. Part b), neutron multiplicity compared with the statistical

model calculation with two different level density parameters : a = A/8 (solid curve) and
a = A/9 (dashed line). The same calculations are compared on part c) with the

experimental temperatures deduced from neutron spectra.
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Figure 5:

From ref [10), schematic representation of the nuclear energy levels, on the left for
compound nucleus without phonon excitation and on the right with one phonon excited.

The various couplings and decays are also represented

phonon gas which is coupled to a compound nucleus. The population of compound

system, N, is assumed to decay by particle evaporation at the rate fEv-

— = - N
dt

This yields to an exponentially decreasing population of compound nuclei at the initial

temperature

N(t) = Abe-'*' ' (3)

The phonons are decaying with a rate given by the spreading width ft and they are

excited according to a given probability A. In this condition the number of phonons

per compound nucleus UGDR is driven by the differential equation :

+ A (4)
dt

which can be solved by

«GDfl(0 = -Ace"*1 (5)

where A0 is defined by the initial conditions. One can see that at equilibrium the

number of phonons is given by UGDR = ^//* which can be related to the ratio of the

level density X/p approxp(E - EGDR)/P(E) using the detailed balance principle. The

V I



number of emitted 7-rays, n-. is defined by the partial width 7. and is proportional to

the number of phonons times the number of compound systems:
f

I ' -=^N(t)nGDK(t) (6)

If we assume that we are at equilibrium, i.e. UGDR does not depend on t, we get the

value:

„ , = N0^- (7)
7E«^

which is exactly the statistical model result. However, if we assume that there is no

GDR excited at time t = 0, i.e. A0 = A//I, we get a total number of 7-ray emitted:

n, = — r - - r (8)
1EV(1E» + It)

One can see on this equation that the equilibrium value (7) is obtained only when f£v

is small in comparison with the width of the GDR phonons fi. Unfortunately fig. 6

demonstrates that this is only the case for excitation energies well below 300 MeV.

Above this critical value ra, is strongly reduced because the nucleus has decayed before

an equilibration of the collective degrees of freedom is achieved. Therefore the condition

lEv = P defines a critical excitation energy above which pre-equilibrium effects can be

expected and it is proposed in ref. [10] that this effect will result in a quenching of the

GDR strength by a factor ft/(fEv + p).

However, one may imagine to prepare the system in such a way that the GDR

is explicitely excited at time t=0. For example one may perform a reaction using

two reaction partners with very different N/Z ratios. Indeed, let us consider the over

simplified model of the GDR in which two independent fluids of protons and neutrons

are assumed to vibrate one against the other [15]. If the two fluids center of mass are

separated by a distance Qi without any compression, the symmetry energy is increased

by V(Q^ = a,(N2 + Z2)SV/V where a/ « 28 MeV is the asymmetry coefficient of the

liquid drop parametrization of the binding energy and where V is the volume of the

nucleus. The volume in which neutrons and protons are separated, 8V , is related to the

distance Q} so that, at the lower order in <3i, the potential V(Qi) can be considered

as harmonic

2 (9)

6
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Figure 6:

From ref [10], the particle evaporation width as a function of the excitation energy for three
values of the level density parameter. The experimental damping width of the GDR and of

the GMR built on the ground state of the Sn nucleus are also represented (dot).
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if one considers N — Z nuclei. In Eq. 10 r'~ is the reduced radius of the nucleus.

The mass associated with this collective motion is the reduced mass ZN/A so that for

N --- Z nuclei we get

M « Am/4 (11)

where m is the nucleon mass. In this model the vibration energy happens to be EGDK =

JK/M ~ 30 A~ 1/6 whereas the zero point motion amplitude is Qo = -Jl/MEcDR OI

0.03 fm for a Ca nucleus.

If we now consider a reaction such as 40Ca + 48Ca we realize that, in the fusion

configuration (see Fig. 7), the dipole moment Q\ is enormous around 0.7 fm. This

value corresponds to a coherent state of the vibrator with a total number of phonons

around HGDR ~ 10. If we introduce this value in the calculation of n,.

N0nGDR — (12)
E« E« M

we get an increase of the 7-yield which is important as soon as ^EV > X/UGDR-

One can conclude that studying different reactions with or without asymmetry in

the N over Z ratio one must be able to observe the reduction of the 7 yield predicted

in ref.[10] or the increase described above. However the presence of incomplete fusion

may aKo induce a fluctuation of the dipole moment Qi and so some enhancement of

the 7-yield.

Ill) Preequilibrium Compression Modes in Heavy Ion Reactions

We would like now to discuss other preequilibrium effects which can affect strongly

the 7-ray spectrum. Production of equilibrated hot nuclei in fusion like processes

induced by heavy ions beams is well established [8] only for the low energy reactions.

Indeed for high energy collisions the preequilibrium emission of particles is taking away

a part of the available energy, momentum and mass. Moreover, it seems now established

that part of the total energy is stored in the compression modes of the nucleus. For

example, it has been proposed that in the Ar + Au reaction at 60 MeV/nucleon,
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Figure 7:

Schematic representation of the fusion configuration of the 40Ca + 48Ca reaction.
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Schematic Collision

Figure 8:

Schematic representation of a fusion reaction.

an energy Ecomp ~ 450 MeV is stored in the compression of the quasi-compound

nucleus [9] whereas the total deposited excitation energy is only between 700 and

1000 MeV (see schematic picture 8). This collective monopole resonance is dampen

with a characteristic time which can be estimated knowing the width of the monopole

resonance at finite temperature Tcomp ~ I /FGMR which gives Tcamp between 60 and

20 fm/c (2 and .7 10~22 s) if TGMR is assumed to be between 3 and 10 MeV. During

this damping the compression energy is converted into heat but at the same time the

nucleus is cooling down due to particle emission. This competition may yield to an

unexpected pattern for the time evolution of the temperature. Indeed the decay of

the monopole vibration induces an increase of the excitation energy by —SEcomp =

TcMREcompSt during the time St. This also means that the compression energy is

exponentially decreasing EcomP(t) = ercomptEcamp(Q). During the time it the thermal

energy is approximately reduced by —7£IIA££1,5t where JEV is the width associated

with evaporation of particles and AEg,, is the mean energy taken away by a particle.

The latter can be estimated using the mean value of a Maxwell distribution :

M(e) e-e.
•exp (13)
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where £., is the possible Coulomb barrier. So, the mean evaporated energy per particle

is

A££l. % B + es + 2T (14) ' y

If we write the total variation of thermal energy, oErher, resulting from the competition

between the heating up coming from the damping of the compression and the cooling

down due to the particle evaporation we get2:

SErher = (—*IEV&EEV + ^ComPEcomP) St (15)

we realize that this can be very different from the normal decay from a statistically

- ^, equilibrated system. In particular the slope is positive if the second term is bigger than

the first one. If we assume that the system needs a time Tc0mP after the slope inversion

to behave as an uncompressed hot system we can define a "pre-equilibrium" time :

A j I i i i I Comp •*-JComp \ \ / 1 /> \
ktpreEquil = TComp I 1 + Ul I — II (16)

During this time the system has cooled down by a pre-equilibrium energy:

> i A p A 17 lEv I i , i / f-'Comp iComp \ \ 11 n\
A&PreEquil = A £ - £ U - I 1 + In I — — I I (17)

Let us take an example. We can assume that we have deposited an energy of about

^x 600 MeV in a 120Sn nucleus during a reaction and that 200 MeV are stored in the

\ compression of the nucleus and 400 MeV in thermal energy. Looking at figure 6 we can

' see that the evaporation width is about 12 MeV. If we consider that the mean emitted

' energy is about 20 MeV and that the width of the compression mode is about the zero

temperature limit, 3 MeV, we get an equilibration time:

Aipre£,u,7 K 120/m/c (18)

during which nearly all the compression energy has been transformed into heat and

evaporated particles:

A.EPreEquii K IGOMeV (19)

The dynamical evolution of the various components of the excitation energy is schemat-

ically represented on Figure 9. One can see that in this case the thermal energy sat-
2It is very important to realize that one must not compare 7£t, with Tcomp but rather 7,

With LCamvEcamv



Schematic illustration

Figure 9:

Dynamical Evolution of the various components of the excitation energy. The compression
and the thermal energy are schematically represented as a function of time (solid lines). For

comparison the evolution of a 120Sn nucleus heated up at 400 and 600 MeV are also
represented. The time t=0 is assumed to be the time when thermal equilibrium is achieved

for the non- collective degrees of freedom.



^ urates around 400 MeV during the time 8ti>Te£qmi. The behaviour presented on figure
r

9 is generally expected in any heavy ion reaction. This behaviour is very important
t
j. when we are interested in the decay properties of hot nuclei such as 7 decay. Indeed,

this strongly affects the cascade because the nucleus remains a long time at a fixed

temperature instead of rapidly cooling down as one assumes in the usual simulations.

In particular this will modify the predictions for the cross-section of the GDR-7 rays

which must be taken into account.

Moreover the presence of a huge compression mode does not affect only the dy-

namical evolution of the heat in the system but also the physical properties of the

* nucleus. Indeed it seems that densities as high as 1.5 times the normal density can be

reached. This compression will make the collective potential of the GDR stiffer. In

particular it can be seen that the curvature of this potential is inversely proportional

to the mean squared radius of the nucleus so that the frequency of the dipole vibration

will be proportional to the cubic root of the density. Therefore one may expect a shift

of ± 20 % of the GDR energy only due to the compression without any deformation

taken into account. This will induce a broadening of the GDR resonance of about 5-6

MeV.

However, the effect of the compression cannot be reduced only to a static picture

because the GMR frequency is very close to the GDR one, around 60 fm/c for the

l20Sn nucleus. Therefore one may expect some dynamical effects such as strong mix-

ing between the multiple excitation of the GMR and GDR states[l3, 14] or motional

narrowing [12]. One may also observe parametric resonances [11]. Indeed, in classical

mechanics, when the parameters of an oscillator are periodic functions of time it may

happen that the system becomes unstable. In our case the large amplitude compression

mode periodically modulates the resonance frequency of of the dipole vibration. The

period of this modulation is very close to the GDR period and its amplitude is rather

big (±20%). This enters in the resonance conditions therefore one may expect that

the system is unstable against the GDR excitation if the damping of the GDR is not

too big. This phenomenon will strongly modify the evolution of the GDR and of the

7 decay.

I
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IV) Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed how to test the hypothesis of a limiting temperature

for the existence of a collective dipole motion in hot nuclei due to pre-equilibrium

effects. We have shown that one does expect a quenching of the 7 yield when the

fusion process does not excite the dipole. However if the fusion reaction occurs between

partners with very different N over Z ratio one rather expects an increase of the 7

multiplicity. Therefore pre-equilibrium processes can be tracked by looking at this

entrance channel effect.

We have also shown that the role of compression modes appears to be very im-

portant and still needs to be investigated both experimentally and theoretically. In

particular one may try to form the same nucleus at the same excitation energy with

diffe.ent compressions either by looking at different reaction mechanisms, e.g. fusion,

deep-inelastic, ..., or by using different probes such as protons, alpha's, light heavy

nuclei or heavy nuclei.

One must also investigate what is happening before the thermalization of the non-

collective degrees of freedom because the time to perform this thermalization is about

60 fm/c i.e. just of the same order of magnitude as the vibration time and of the decay

time, as can be seen on figure 9
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